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Abstract A basic algebra A0 is an idempotent rigid degeneration of a basic algebra
A1 if and only if it is a classical degeneration of A1 and additionally rk K0(A0) =
rk K0(A1).
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1 Introduction
Geometric degenerations of algebras were introduced more or less one hun-
dred years ago. This notion is connected with considerations concerning affine
algebraic variety algd(k) of the so called structure constants of d-dimensional
k-algebras, which can be also interpreted as a set of all algebra structures on a k-
linear space kd. The group Gld(k) operates on algd(k) by the ”base change” action
in such a way that Gld(k)-orbits correspond to isoclasses of d-dimensional algebras,
and in this way we obtain degeneration order on the isoclasses of algebras. For
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any d-dimensional k-algebras A0, A1 with ordered bases e0, e1, we say that A0 is a
geometric degeneration of A1, if the inclusion Gld(k) · c(A0, e0) ⊆ Gld(k) · c(A1, e1)
holds, where c(A, e) denotes the structure constants of A with respect to e (see [3]
for the precise definitions).
There is also a notion of a degeneration of finite locally bounded categories, which
refers to the action of the smaller, closed subgroup Gd(k) = ∏ni, j=1 Gldi, j(k) ⊆ Gld(k)
on the subvariety lbcd(k) ⊆ algd(k) consisting of locally bounded category structures
with dimension vector d ∈ Nn2 , where n ≥ 1 and d := n + ∑ni, j=1 di, j. This action is
compatible with the previous one, hence the so called idempotent rigid degenerations
of algebras form a subclass of classical degenerations (roughly speaking they are
radical degenerations of locally bounded categories with the same dimension vector
with respect to action of Gd(k) on lbcd(k), see [3] for the precise definition).
A certain class of important problems concerning algebra degenerations naturally
arises: we ask whether given a general property “P” is preserved under the process
of algebra degeneration, i.e. if for an algebra A1 with property “P” any degeneration
A0 of A1 satisfies “P”. For example, C. Geiss proved in [7], that any degeneration
of a wild algebra is a wild algebra (see also [5] for infinite representation type).
The representation types are one of the most useful properties preserved by alge-
bra degenerations. There are of course also interesting properties “P” which are
not preserved under the algebra degeneration process. In such case it is interest-
ing to describe the subclass of all algebra degenerations for which property “P”
is preserved.
In this paper we focus on the problem, having just such a character. We give a
precise answer to the question: which algebra degenerations preserve the rank of
Grothendieck group of an algebra, in case of basic algebras.
Note that idempotent rigid degenerations clearly preserve ranks of the
Grothendieck group (they are also classical degenerations!). However, the converse
is not true in general, even for d = 2 (the semisimple k-algebra k × k degenerates
to the local algebra k[T]/(T2)). We characterize the class of all classical algebra
degenerations, which can be realized as idempotent rigid ones, and show, that for
basic algebras it holds in the most general possible case as it can be. Namely, if an
algebra A1 and its degeneration A0 are basic, moreover, their Grothendieck groups
have the same rank, then A0 is a idempotent rigid degeneration of A1 (see Theorem
3.1). As a conclusion, we infer that degenerations of basic algebras, which do not
change the rank of Grothendieck group, are exactly the idempotent rigid ones.
The crucial role in the proof of our result is played by the notion of the so called
generalized CB-degeneration of algebras (see [9] for a definition), which extends in
some sense the notion of algebra degeneration introduced by W. Crawley-Boevey
in [2]. The main idea relies on the realization of an algebra degeneration as a
generalized CB-degeneration by some k[X]-algebra A in the best possible way (see
Theorem 2.2), such that after some localization A comes from a concrete locally
bounded k[X]-categoryR, by taking corresponding k[X]-algebra A(R). Now, using
the characterization [4, Lemma 2.2] of idempotent rigid degenerations of algebras
in terms of locally bounded k[X]-categories, we infer that A0 is an idempotent rigid
degeneration of A1.
We use in the paper the classical notions and notation (for more specialized
details see [3, 4, 9]). For information concerning basic facts in algebra and algebraic
geometry used in this paper we refer to [10–13].
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2 Preliminaries, Notation, Basic Facts
2.1
Throughout the paper k will always denote an algebraically closed field, X usually
denotes a nonsingular affine curve, U ⊂ X is a nonempty, open subset, x0 ∈ X \ U
and x1 ∈ U are fixed points. For any k-algebra A by J(A) we denote the Jacobson
radical of A. By k[X] we denote the k-algebra of regular functions on X.
We recall briefly the notion of k[X]-algebra. For us it is just a k-algebra A on
which k[X] acts centrally.
For any d ∈ N we define the affine variety
algd(k) :=
{
c = (clij) ∈ kd
3; ·c induces a k-algebra structure on kd
}
,
where ·c is the bilinear multiplication defined on the standard basis e1, . . . , ed of kd
by the formula:




for i, j = 1, . . . , n. On this variety acts the full linear group Gld(k), this action on the
algebra level corresponds to the transporting of an algebraic structure. Similarly, we
can define the variety lbcd(k) of locally bounded categories with a fixed dimension
vector d ∈ Nn2 (n > 0 is also fixed). On this variety acts the smaller group Gd(k) :=∏n
i, j=1 Gldi, j(k). We can treat lbcd(k) as a closed subvariety of variety algd(k), where
d := n + ∑ni, j=1 di, j is a total dimension of the dimension vector d. Moreover, these
two actions are compatible under the standard embedding Gd(k) ↪→ Gld(k). It
is clear that the orbits of the respective actions correspond to isoclasses of d-
dimensional k-algebras (resp. isoclasses of ordered locally bounded k-categories with
dimension vector d respectively), and any d-dimensional k-algebra A, under a choice
of an ordered base, is uniquely represented by some element c = c(A) ∈ algd(k)
(analogously for ordered locally bounded categories with the dimension vector d,
see [3] for details).
Definition Let A0 and A1 be finite dimensional algebras, with dimk A0 =
dimk A1 = d. We say that A0 is a classical geometric degeneration of a A1, if for
structure constants c0, c1 ∈ algd(k) corresponding to A0 and A1 respectively, the
inclusion Gld(k) · c0 ⊆ Gld(k) · c1 holds, where the closure is taken in algd(k). We say
that A0 is an idempotent rigid degeneration of A1, if there exist n > 0, a dimension
vector d ∈ Nn2 and ordered locally bounded k-categories R0, R1 with the dimension
vector d such that A(R0) ∼= A0, A(R1) ∼= A1, and for the structure constants c0, c1 ∈
lbcd(k) corresponding to R0 and R1 respectively, the inclusion Gd(k) · c0 ⊆ Gd(k) · c1
holds, where the closure is taken in lbcd(k) and A(Ri) are the algebras associated to
the categories Ri, for i = 0, 1.
We use the following notion: we write A1 ≤cl A0 in case A0 is a classical degener-
ation of A1, and A1 ≤rig A0 in case A0 is an idempotent rigid degeneration of A1.
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For more precise definitions of classical and idempotent rigid degenerations and
equivalent conditions we refer to [3].
2.2
For any k[X]-algebra A (resp. k[X]-module M) and open subset V ⊆ X by AV
(resp. MV) we mean the localization of A (resp. M) to the open set V, i.e.
k[V]-algebra AV := k[V] ⊗k[X] A (resp. k[V]-module MV := k[V] ⊗k[X]M). We
briefly recall, that for finite dimensional algebras A0 and A1, the algebra A0 is
called a generalized CB-degeneration of A1, if there exist an affine variety X with
point x0 ∈ X, an open dense subset U ⊆ X and a k[X]-algebra A, which is finitely
generated as a k[X]-module, such that Ax0 ∼= A0 and Ax ∼= A1 for x ∈ U , where
Ax := k[X]/mx ⊗k[X] A (we refer to [9] for definitions and more information). The
following result yields an useful equivalent condition which allows to find out that a
k-algebra A0 is a classical degeneration of a k-algebra A1.
Theorem If A1 ≤cl A0, then there exist a nonsingular af f ine curve X, x0, x1 ∈ X, a
k[X]-algebra A, which is free as k[X]-module with k[X]-basis v1, . . . , vd ∈ A, and a
regular morphism g : U → Gld(k) such that:
(1) Ax0 ∼= A0,
(2) Ax ∼= A1, for all x ∈ U,
(3) c(Ax, (vx1 , . . . , vxd)) = g(x) · c(Ax1 , (vx11 , . . . , vx1d )), for all x ∈ U,
(4) mx0 = ( f0), for some f0 ∈ k[X],
where U = X∗, for X∗ := X \ {x0}.
Proof We use basic facts about classical degenerations of algebras and interpretation
of classical degenerations in terms of associated k[X]-algebras [4, 8]. It is well known
that there exist a nonsingular affine curve X, points x0, x1 ∈ X, the map g, k[X]-
algebra A with suitable k[X]-basis, such that conditions (1)–(3) hold. In fact, this
is a consequence of a general property of affine varieties with group action: given
such action of a connected algebraic group G on affine variety X with open, dense
subset U ⊆ X and fixed x0 ∈ X we can always find an affine curve  with regular
map f :  → X such that f −1(U) ⊆  is dense in , x0 ∈ f () and there exists an
element x ∈ U and a regular map g : f −1(U) → G such that f (y) = g(y) · x for all
y ∈ f −1(U) (see for example the discussion on the normal rings in [6] to find how to
obtain such a X,A and g). Now, to obtain the condition (4), we apply [9, Proposition
2.4]: we replace X by some open neighborhood V ⊆ X of x0, and x1 by some (any)
point x′1 of the set U ∩ V. unionsq
2.3
Recall that we have a natural notion of finite locally bounded k[X]-category, which
is similar to the notion of finite locally bounded k-category. Here the ring k[X] plays
a role similar to that of basic field k, in particular, homomorphism and radical spaces
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are now free k[X]-modules of finite rank (see [4, Definition 2.1] for the precise
definition). Using this concept we have the following immediate characterization of
idempotent rigid degenerations.
Proposition The algebra A0 is an idempotent rigid degeneration of an algebra A1 if
and only if there exist an irreducible af f ine variety (even a nonsingular af f ine curve)
X with point x0, an open nonempty subset U ⊆ X, and a f inite locally bounded k[X]-
categoryR satisfying the following conditions:
(1) A(Rx0) ∼= A0,
(2) A(Rx) ∼= A1, for all x ∈ U.
where Ry is a locally bounded k-category with object set obRy := obR, and
Ry(a, b) := k[X]/mx ⊗k[X] R(a, b) for any a, b ∈ obRy.
Proof Apply [4, Lemma 2.2]. unionsq
2.4
We finish this section by formulating a useful lemma, necessary for the proof of the
main result.
Lemma Suppose, that M = [mij] ∈ Mm×d(k[X]) is such that the ranks of all special-
ized matrices M(x) := [mij(x)] ∈ Mm×d(k) do not depend on x ∈ X. Then for any
f ixed point x0 ∈ X there exist a neighborhood V ⊂ X of x0 and elements v1, . . . , vd−r ∈
(k[V])d such that v1(x), . . . , vd−r(x) form a basis of ker M(x) for any x ∈ V, where
r = r(M(x0)) is a common rank of matrices M(x), x ∈ X.
Proof Fix x0 ∈ X and a maximal nonzero minor of a matrix M(x0). Without loss of
generality we can assume that this minor is realized by rows and columns with indexes
1, . . . , r, where r is a common rank of matrices M(x), x ∈ X. Then we define an open
neighborhood V ⊂ X of x0 as the set of all points x ∈ X such that the r × r-minor of
M(x) corresponding to rows and columns with indexes 1, . . . , r is nonzero. For a such
V there exists an invertible matrix g ∈ Glm(k[V]) such that matrix M′ := gM = (m′i, j)






Then it is easily seen, that for any x ∈ V the elements of the form








For a finite dimensional algebra A we denote by K0(A) the Grothendieck group of
A, and by rk K0(A) its rank. Our aim is to prove the following:
Theorem Let A0 and A1 be f inite dimensional basic algebras of the same dimension.
Suppose that rk K0(A0) = rk K0(A1). Then A1 ≤cl A0 implies A1 ≤rig A0.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need some preparatory facts. One of them is the
following general lemma.
Lemma Let X be an af f ine nonsingular curve, x0 ∈ X a f ixed point, and M a torsion-
free submodule of a f initely generated, torsion-free k[X]-module N. Then there exists
V ⊂ X - an open neighborhood of x0, such that MV is a free submodule of a free
module NV.
Proof Apply [9, Proposition 2.4(b)]. unionsq
3.2
From now on we will assume, that A0, A1 are basic d-dimensional k-algebras, where
d ∈ N, such that A1 ≤cl A0, and rk K0(A0) = rk K0(A1), and thatA is as in Theorem
2.2 (we keep whole notation from Theorem 2.2).
Proposition For any ideal I Ax1 there exists a unique ideal Iˆ A, satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) Iˆx = g(x) · I Ax, for all x ∈ U,
(2) dimk Iˆx = dimk Iˆx0 , for all x ∈ X.
Proof Set
Iˆ := { f ∈ A; ∀x∈U f (x) ∈ g(x) · I}.
Fix a ∈ I. Then the map
fa : U → kd
such that fa(x) := g(x) · a, for x ∈ U , is a regular morphism, so there exists m ∈ N
such that the function fˆa := f m0 fa is defined in x0. But fˆa ∈ Iˆ, so (1) holds. Moreover,
Iˆ is an ideal in A, and for B := A/ Iˆ we have Bx ∼= Ax1/I for all x ∈ U . Then the
torsion part of B (treated as a k[X]-module) consists only of mx0 -torsion elements.
Now, due to [9, Lemma 3.2], proving the condition (2) we need only to show that B
is free as a k[X]-module, or equivalently, there are no nonzero mx0 -torsion elements
in B.
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Let us observe, that U is irreducible as an open subset of an irreducible affine
curve, and let f ∈ A be such, that coset f is mx0 -torsion in B. Then there exists m ∈ N
and h ∈ k[x] \ mx0 such that hf m0 f ∈ Iˆ. As a consequence, the subset
Y := {x ∈ U; f (x) ∈ g(x) · I}
includes the nonempty open subset U \ V(hf0), so it is open and nonempty. But the
subset
Z := {x ∈ U; f (x) /∈ g(x) · I}
is also open, Y ∪ Z = U and Y ∩ Z = ∅, so by irreducibility of U we infer Z = ∅,
Y = U and f ∈ Iˆ, hence coset f is zero in B. unionsq
Now we apply this result for the Jacobson radical.
Lemma Let I = J(Ax1). Then Iˆx0 = J(Ax0).
Proof Clearly Iˆx = J(Ax) satisfies ( Iˆx)d = 0, for every x ∈ U . But the subset
Z := {x ∈ X; ( Iˆx)d = 0}
is closed in X, so Iˆx0 is nilpotent. Thus Iˆx0 ⊆ J(Ax0) and has the same dimension over
k as J(Ax0), hence Iˆx0 = J(Ax0). unionsq
We set J := J(A), I := J(Ax1) and B := A/ Iˆ.
Corollary
(a) Ĵ(Ax1) = J and J is nilpotent.
(b) There exists an open neighborhood V ⊆ X of x0 such that BV =
k[V] ⊗k[X] (A/J) is a free k[V]-module of rank n, where n = dimk A0/J(A0).
Proof
(a) All specializations Jx are radicals J(Ax), so are nilpotent in degree ≤ d, as a
consequence, J is nilpotent in degree ≤ d.
(b) From (a) and Lemma 3.2 we infer that B = A/J and B is torsion-free of rank n.
Now apply Lemma 3.1. unionsq
3.3
Now we find (up to some localization ofA by some open neighborhood V ⊆ X of x0)
a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents e1, . . . , en ∈ AV , such
that the cosets e1, . . . , en ∈ BV form a k[V]-base of BV . This is a crucial point in the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
The first step realizing this idea is the following
Lemma Let b 1, . . . , b n ∈ A be such that B = (b 1, . . . , b n) is an ordered base of B.
Then there exist an open neighborhood V ⊂ X of x0, which admits the existence of
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an invertible matrix A ∈ Mn×n(k[V]) and elements w1, . . . , wn ∈ AV satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) the coset wi ∈ BV of the element wi ∈ AV has the coordinate presentation wBi :=
Ai in base BV of BV for every i = 1, . . . , n, where Ai denotes the i-th column of
A and BV is the image of B via the standard restriction map,
(2) wi(x)2 ∈ Jx + k · wi(x), for all i = 1, . . . , n and x ∈ U ∩ V,
(3) wi(x)w j(x) ∈ Jx, for all i, j = 1, . . . , n and x ∈ U ∩ V.
Proof We fix a k[X]-base E ofA. Then we can treat elements ofA as column vectors
in Md×1(k[X]), identifying a ∈ A with its coordinate column vector with respect
to E.
Let ex11 , . . . , e
x1
n ∈ Ax1 forms a set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents in
Ax1 , and let B = [b 1| . . . |b n
] ∈ Md×n(k[X]) be the matrix with columns being the
vectors bi, for i = 1, . . . , n. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ n and set
Ii := Jx1 +
∑
j=i
k · ex1j .
Then Ii is an ideal in Ax1 of codimension 1. As a consequence, Iˆx0i is an ideal in Ax0
of codimension 1. We find some open neighborhood Vi of x0 and column matrix
Ai ∈ Mn×1(k[Vi]) such that




for all x ∈ Vi. Let c1, . . . , cs ∈ ⋂l =i Iˆl be a set of generators of the ideal
⋂
l =i Iˆl
treated as a k[X]-module, for some s = s(i). Set D := [c1| . . . |cs] ∈ Md×s(k[X]). Let
us observe, that all matrices D(x) and M(x) := [B| − D] (x), for x ∈ X, have rank
d − n + 1 and d respectively, so inequality s ≥ d − n + 1 holds.



















∈ k[V ′i ]n+s,
t = s + n − d, such that the v1(x), . . . , vt(x) form a k-base of ker M(x), for all x ∈ V ′i . It
is clear, that t ≥ 1, and that we can choose 1 ≤ j ≤ t such that v(b)j (x0) = 0. Set Vi :=
{x ∈ V ′i ; v(b)j (x) = 0}, (A′)i := v(b)j . Let Ai ∈ Mn×1(k[Vi]) be the coordinate vector of
coset of (A′)i inB with respect to the k[X]-base B ofB. From the equalities ⋂l =i Iˆxl =
Jx + k · exi , for all x ∈ U , we conclude that wi := B · Ai ∈ A satisfy wi(x)2 ∈ Jx + k ·
wi(x), for all x ∈ Vi \ {x0}. But it is a closed condition, so wi(x)2 ∈ Jx + k · wi(x), for
all x ∈ Vi.
Finally, we set V := ⋂ni=1 Vi, A′ :=
[
(A′)1|V | . . . |(A′)n|V
] ∈ Md×n(k[V]) and A :=[
A1|V | . . . |An|V
] ∈ Mn×n(k[V]), where Ai|V and (A′)i|V are the images of Ai and (A′)i
via the standard restriction map. Clearly, by the construction of V, A′ and A, the
cosets of elements (A′)i(x), i = 1, . . . , n, form k-bases of Bx for any x ∈ V, so we
infer that A ∈ Gln(k[V]). Now it is clear that the proof of the existence of the
neighborhood V, the matrix A and elements w1, . . . , wn satisfying the conditions (1)–
(3) is complete. unionsq
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Proposition Let V be as in the lemma. Then there exist v1, . . . , vn ∈ AV such that
v1, . . . , vn form a base of BV, which consists of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempo-
tents of BV.
Proof We keep the notation from lemma and then set X := V, A := AV , B := BV ,
E := EV and so on. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From the orthogonality and linear independence
of wi(x)’s in Bx, for any x ∈ X, we infer that there exists a unique nonzero scalar
ρi(x) ∈ k such that
ρi(x)wi(x) − w2i (x) ∈ Iˆxi .
We show that the function ρi : X → k belongs to k[X]. It suffices to show that for
any x ∈ X there exists a neighborhood Ux of x such that ρi depends regularly on
y ∈ Ux.
Fix x ∈ X. Set
B := [wi|w2i | − D
] ∈ Mn×(s+2)(k[V]),
where D := [c1| . . . |cs] ∈ Mn×s(k[V]) is formed by a finite set of generators of the
radical J (as a k[X]-module). It is clear that ranks of all matrices D(x) and B(x) are
equal to d − n and d − n + 1, respectively, so (s + 2) − (d − n + 1) = s + n − d + 1 ≥
































where t := s + n − d + 1 and v(c)i ∈ k[V]s, for i = 1, . . . , t, such that the vectors
v1(y), . . . , vt(y) form k-bases of ker B(y), for all y ∈ Vx. As a consequence of the
previous considerations, we infer that v(1)j (x) = 0 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ t. But then, setting
Ux := {y ∈ Vx; v(1)j (y) = 0} we get that v(1)j (y) · wi(y) + v(2)j (y) · w2i (y) ∈ Jy for all






and ρi depends regularly on y ∈ Ux.
Finally, it is clear, that the inequalities ρi(x) = 0, for x ∈ X, imply that ρi ∈
k[X]∗ for every i = 1, . . . n. Now the elements vi := ρ−1 · wi, for i = 1, . . . , n, satisfy
our assertion. unionsq
3.4
In the proof of Theorem 3.1. we will apply also the following general result.
Lemma Let R be a commutative ring, A′ a R-algebra, J′ A′ a nilpotent ideal
for which A′/J′ is isomorphic to ∏n R. Then the standard R-base of A′/J′ con-
sisting of pairwise orthogonal idempotents π((v′)1), . . . , π((v′)n) ∈ A′/J′, for some
(v′)1, . . . , (v′)n ∈ A′, can be lifted modulo J′ to the set of pairwise orthogonal idempo-
tents (e′)1, . . . , (e′)n ∈ A′, i.e. π((e′)i) = π((v′)i), for all i = 1, . . . , n, where π : A′ →
A′/J′ is a standard projection.
Proof Apply [1, Proposition 27.1]. unionsq
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 Let V and v1, . . . , vn be as in Proposition 3.3. Then there exists
a complete set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents e1, . . . , en ∈ AV as in Lemma 3.4.
Moreover, B ∼= k[V] × . . . × k[V] as a k[V]-algebras and the natural epimorphism of
k[V]-algebra projection π : AV → BV splits. As a consequence, we can assume that
AV = JV ⊕ B′, where B′ := ∑ni=1 k[V]ei ∼= BV as a k[V]-algebra.
Define a k[V]-categoryAb as follows:
obAb = {1, . . . , n},
Ab (i, j) := e jAVei.
Applying n2 times Lemma 3.1, we can assume that we have the splitting
Ab (i, i) = k[V]ei ⊕ J(Ab (i, i)),
where J(Ab (i, i)) = ei Jei is a free k[V]-module of a finite rank and k[V]ei ∼= k[V].
As a consequence,Ab is a finite locally bounded k[V]-category defining idempotent
rigid degeneration A1 ≤rig A0 (see [3, 4]), and the proof is complete. unionsq
Final Remark The author strongly believes, that if we consider the subvariety Z of
algd(k) consisting of all basic algebras with “dimension vectors isomorphic to d”, then
the restrictions of Gld(k)-orbits to this subvariety are fibre bundles. The difference
between Gd(k)-orbit closure in lbcd(k) and Gld(k)-orbit closure in Z seems to have
the analogous character to that between the orbit closure for a representations of
bounded quiver (Q, I) and the orbit closure in module variety over the algebra A =
k(Q, I).
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